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 Well, we have made it out of the 
holiday season and entered a new year and 
a new tourney cycle.   We have already had 
our first major tournament of the 
year, Gyldenholdt's Unbelted 
tourney.   

 I would like to extend 
my congratulations to Raynor 
Bolehued for making it to the 
final rounds of Unbelted.  I've 
seen the video of the fights and 
was duly impressed with both fighters.  I 
would also like to commend all of 
Wintermist's members that participated in 
Unbelted.  I've heard through the 
grapevine that all of you comported 
yourselves with dignity and honor. 

 As we advance through the tourney 
and Anniversary season, think about how 
we can get our Shire to grow.  perhaps you 

have a friend or a coworker that 
might be interested in one or more 
aspects of the SCA.  Offer to bring 
them to an event.  Remember, 
word of mouth is still the best way 
to enable the SCA to grow. 

 If you have ideas of ways 
to help us reach new members, 

please drop me a line on Facebook or via 
email; I would love to talk with you about 
them. 

Respectfully in service, 

Lord Edward Blosseville de Monreale 

From the Seneschal 

The Flourish is attempting to spiffy up our presentations and processions and we 
want the help of the populace.  (Actually we figure you can’t do any worse than we have 
and you may surprise us!)  So here is what we are doing- come up with a descriptive phrase 
that describes our group.  Here are a couple that Ardgal and I have come up with but we 
need more.  From Ardgal: Guardians of the Mountain Passes. Mine, (Manus): Heart of 
the North.  Have your examples ready for the March council meeting or send them to the 
Chronicler.  Voting will take place at that meeting.  Rules: 1) Keep it clean; 2) see rule #1; 
3) must be a phrase ten words or less 

Prize! Two huzzaha and an attaboy! Win the admiration of your friends and the 
gratitude of your heralds.  Enter often and well. ~Master Manus le Dragonier 

Pageantry Contest  
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Inside this issue: 

CALENDAR 
Fellowship Meetings (FM) 

 
Fighter Practice (Heavies) 

Jastro Park Thursdays @7 pm 
  

Archery & Thrown Weapons 
Sundays@2pm Master Donn’s 

 

Future Events 
FEB 5 Officers Meeting  
FEB 12   Shire Meeting 7PM 
MAR 12  Shire Meeting 7PM 
APRIL 5  Knewbie Knockabout 
APRIL 9 Shire Meeting 7PM 
MAY 14 Shire Meeting 7PM 
MAY 17 Wintermist  
 Anniversary 
JUNE 11 Shire Meeting 7PM 
JULY 5 Games Tourney 
JULY 9 Shire Meeting 7PM 
SEPT 6 3.5 Baronies 
 

See Wintermist Calendar for 
full details 

Chronicler’s Corner 
 My thanks to those who contributed to this month’s TALES. 
Master Manus le Dragonier, Lord Ardgal mac Domnaill, The 
Honorable Lord Galen deLeon,  Master Donn of Fergus, Lady 
A’isha al-Raqqasa, Lord Edward Blosseville de Monreale. Please 
notice that throughout the newsletter, the arms of the contributors are 
included in their articles.  ~Lady Jani Shirazi 



 We've had a few classes for the 
fellowships:  Ragnar and I made boffers and 
worked on his shield.  (I know someone who made 
a helm, let's see if he brings it) 
 I've been contacted about a brass etching 
class.  We need a sink with running water, a few 
tables and chairs.  How many are interested? 
 I've had no official reports from the 
Chancellors so we will see what they have to say at 
the meeting. 
 

Next month's categories are:  period models 
and wood working. 
 
 Don't forget to bring whatever you've 
done or are working on.  We want to see it, 
maybe your work will inspire the artist in 
someone.  You never know how you will touch 
some ones hidden talent. 
 

In Service to the Dream,  
~THL Galen de Leon 

Arts & Sciences Fellowships 

The Violin: a period instrument? 
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My ambition for a while now has been to learn how to play the Irish fiddle. I enjoy 
Irish folk songs and thought this would make a great accompaniment when Kalè and I 
perform. Of course, like with all things that I learn, I felt the need to dig deeper into the 
history of the instrument and determine what they would have played in the Middle Ages. 
Most of the music I want to play that is associated with the fiddle is actually out of SCA 
period, but the instrument itself is not far off from its medieval ancestors. 

The term ‘fiddle’ actually refers to the family of stringed instruments that require a 
bow to play. The medieval version is thought to have derived from a variety of stringed 
instruments originally developed in the Central Asia. These instruments include the 
Ravanstron (Indian Origin, ~3000BC), the Rebab (Persia ~700 AD), the Rebec (which was 
brought to Europe by Moorish migration, ~800 AD) and the Byzantine Lyra which dates 
back to at least 800 AD. In 11th century Europe the Vielle and the Rote were developed 
from the zither, which is a plucked instrument, but requiring a bow to play such as with a 
Rebec and a Lira. The instruments also included a fingerboard to vary the sounds played. 
Eventually, in the 12th century, the Vielle superseded the Rote in popularity.  

A fiddle typically had four strings and came in a variety of shapes and sizes. Today 
the violin and the fiddle are different names for the same instrument. The modern shape of 
the instrument came about in the early 16th century from Italian Viola da gamba, and was 
actually used during the SCA period (1550s). So based on all this information I can be 
satisfied that I am indeed playing a period instrument.  

~Lady A’isha al-Raqqasa 

Resources:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_violin 
http://library.thinkquest.org/27178/en/section/1/1+.html 
http://www.essentialvermeer.com/folk_music/fiddle.html 
 
 



 Added three new members to the Flourish last month, two are from our northern neighbor 
Nordwache: Lady Elizabeth and Baroness Maureen and the other is m’lady Issaney of Crouherst new 
to us in Wintermist.  

At the last College of Heralds meeting we registered a new device for Ketill 
Olafsson: Argent (white), a cross formy throughout vert (green) overall two 
hounds combatant sable (black).  For Nordwache we submitted the name 
Michael of Boulton which was returned for a modern conflict.   

We will resubmit the name as Michael Leon of Boulton which will pass at 
the February meeting.  A device for Michael Leon of Boulton will also be 
submitted this month: Per fess vert (green) and Or (gold) a lion rampant 

and three fir trees counterchanged.  Also in the February meeting I will submit a personal badge to 
be used by members of the Flourish.  

The blazon is Fieldless, three straight trumpets fesswise contourney in pall Or.  
By making the badge fieldless this allows Flourish members from other than 
Wintermist to use this badge.  Members from Wintermist will put a red (gules) 
field behind the gold (Or) trumpets while a member from Nordwache  will use a 
blue (azure) field.  The background for the trumpets will come from the major 
color associated with separate group. 

A Tale of  Travels January AS XLVIII 
 Early in the month, 
Master Manus and I traveled to 
the far southern end of the 
kingdom to participate in the 
12th Night Festival. A long day 
of Court business was paired 
with a wonderful Bardic 
Championship, great 
merchants, entertainments, 
raffles and a feast. As to serving 
on court, I can say it gives a 
pleasant change in perspective, 
seeing the various people’s 
faces as they make 
presentations or receive awards. 
For long courts, I can 
recommend good insoles in 
your shoes. While we did not 
stay for the feast I am told it 
was wonderful, full of good 
food and conviviality. 

 The next day we 
attended the Pelicans’ meeting, 

where we saw many a friend and 
acquaintance, shared good 
conversation and food, before 
the long journey home. 

 On the Saturday, 11th 
of January we held our inaugural 
Gold Course Road/GWW 
Cleanup. 22 members of the 
populace showed up to clean 
the two mile stretch of road 
leading into the Great Western 
War site. The County has placed 
signs at each end of our area 
with Wintermist’s Arms and 
name on them. This is a great 
public relations/community 
service projects and has resulted 
in a very favorable response 
from the rest of the Kingdom 
and beyond. Our next cleanup 
projects will be scheduled for 
the spring, summer, and just 
before GWW.  

 Thanks to everyone 
who came out and I look 
forward to seeing you in the 
future. 

 On the 26th, THL 
Katherine, Master Manus and I 
travelled to Gyldenholt 
Unbelted Tourney.  It was a 
great day for Wintermist’s 
fighters.  We had eight fighters 
in a field of almost 80 fighters. 
Four of Wintermist’s own made 
it through six rounds, including 
Brandon in his first Tourney. 
Against the best of the 
Kingdom’s Unbelted, three 
from Wintermist were in the 
quarter finals, with Lord 
Raynor Boelehued falling in the 
finals. All fought valiantly and 
true. 

~Master Donn, Son of Fergus 
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A & S THEMES 
 

February 
Jewelry and composition 

(Sonnet or love song)  
March 

Period Models, woodworking 
April 

Cheeses/Functional Art 

Herald’s Report 
DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW?  

In Medieval times, 
sticks were used as 
counters, a sort of primitive 
version of the beads on an 
abacus. Schools adapted 
this crude tool for taking 
attendance. As long as you 
made it by the time the 
person taking attendance 
reached your name, you 
received a notch on the 
stick used to record your 
presence. That was the nick 
of time. 



 Writing people up for awards has come a great distance from my early days in this Kingdom 
and the Society.  And I feel that this mostly is a benefit to the people who wish to acknowledge others 
as worthy of recognition and reward.  You no longer have to worry about the etiquette of using the 
correct form of address for Their Majesties or Their Excellences.  There is even a handy list of each 
award and what the basics are it should be given for!  I will not say that the process has been “dumbed 
down” but it has been simplified and whether this is a good thing or not depends on you - the person 
who takes the time and effort to make someone known to the people who give awards that this per-
son deserves their notice. 

 At the bottom of the Kingdom of Caid page is an announcement for award recommenda-
tions.  That link takes you to a list of all the awards that Caid gives and a description of what each 

award is for.  The recommendation page has a list of Grant level and the three Peerage level awards - Pelican for 
Service, Laurel for Arts and Knighthood for Martial Skill. Below this on the page is an easy to fill in system to 
nominate a person for the lower levels of awards.  

 The steps below follow the boxes to fill in on the award recommendation page in the order they are 
given. 

Step One: Know the society name of the person you recommend!  Sounds simple, yes?  But if you don’t 
know what their name in the society is WHO are you recommending?  Also this may be a “Litmus test” for the 
person’s suitability for an award.  They may be great at “X” or “Y” but if they are changing their name every two 
weeks it is hard for others (Read the King & Queen or Baron etc.) to know who you are talking about-  three let-
ters about John the Space Marine carry more weight than six letters about a person with six different names. Hav-
ing a society name (even if it isn’t registered) carries more influence than John of Someplace Modern. 

Step Two: Know the home group or territory of the person you recommend. This is important because if 
you are making a recommendation for someone who plays with you a lot but is not from your area this helps to 
locate that person and ensure the correct person is being lauded for an award. 

Step Three: The gender of the person that you recommend.  This is a game and some people are imaginative 
in how they call themselves.  This is fine but the basic facts need to be known. Now if the someone you are going 
to recommend plays as a gender that they are not it is good to let the “powers that be” know such.  Surprising the 
person getting the award is fine but Their Majesties may not be amused and memories are long.  

Step Four: Know if the Award that you Recommend Giving is Correct for the Activity.  By correct I mean 
that you have checked to see which awards the person you are writing about has so as not to duplicate effort.  
Also remember that the society is an orderly organization and does not like to skip steps often.  Example: Lady X 
has her AoA ( Award of Arms) and has been playing for several years.  She helps out at events with Lists, Marshal-
ing and Heraldry.  She is developing a good record of service in your group.  Do you write her up for a Crescent 
or a Dolphin?  At this stage of her career the correct answer would be Order of the Dolphin.  There are issues to 

weigh between the quality of the service and the quantity of the service.  To skip a level both 
should be very high and you will be expected to give accurate examples of why a level should be 
skipped. So check the list of awards given by the kingdom or local group and match the activity 
to the proper type of award! 

Step Five: Reasons for the Award.  This is the box that you should spend a good deal of time 
filling with reasons why the individual to receive the award you have listed.  Be as specific as 
you can in listing times and places or examples of work done.  This information justifies 
the giving of the award.  That you think “Joe is a cool dude” is nice for you, but not a reason to 
give him an Award of Arms.  Rather ” Joe of Someplace has supported and attended all our local 
events for the past two years and has fought in three wars for the kingdom and is our group 
constable” is grounds that can be used to by Royals to acknowledge the work Joe has done.  
Remember that facts beat feelings!  

(Continued on page 5) 

Elements of  a Good Awards Letter of  Recommendation 
By Master Manus le Dragonier, Wintermist Pursuivant 
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Step Six & Seven: List your name and email contact information.  Do not list titles or your own awards just who 
you are that is making this recommendation.  If you wish to also list contact information such as an email address 
please do so that way the powers can contact you if they have a question about your letter. 

Step Eight: Events the Person Will be at.  Try to list two or three events that the person should be attending in the 
future.  Give the people that give the awards time to plan where and when they wish to do so.  Always try to list 
a local event that the Royals will attend but it doesn’t hurt to list “away” events that the person you have recom-
mended will attend also. 

Step Nine: Submit the Recommendation for the Award.  Click on the submit box when you have com-
pleted steps one through eight. 

More General Information: Letters to Grants and Peerages.  When you make a recommendation for a 
Grant or Peerage you have to write a letter to the secretary of the group and list your reasons for the award.  Include a 
picture of the person you have put forth, preferably a headshot so that the group can recognize who you are writing 
about.  Below is an example of all that should be included with examples for a letter to the Order of the Pelican: 

Who you recommend 

List of service at different levels and dates 

Awards from the Order of Precedence 

They have been obedient to the governing documents of the Society and laws of the kingdom 

They shall have consistently shown respect for the Crown of the kingdom 

They shall have set an example of courteous and noble behavior suitable to a peer of the realm 

They shall have demonstrated support for the aims and ideals of the Society by being as authentic in dress, equipment 
and behavior as is within their power 

They shall share their knowledge and skill with others 

They shall have practiced hospitality according to their means and as appropriate to their circumstances 

They shall have made every effort to learn and practice those skills desirable at and worthy of a civilized court.  To 
this end they should have some knowledge of a wide range of period forms, including but not limited to, literature, 
dancing, music, heraldry and chess, and they should have some familiarity with combat as practiced in the Society. 

They should participate in Society recreations of several aspects of the culture of the Middle Ages and Renaissance  

Answer all of the above statements and you will have one of the most complete letters done to recommend a person. 

Caveat:  Just because you think the person you have recommended may walk on water does not 
mean that everyone does.  Your letter may be a single voice and as such may not be heard or acted 
upon.  There is nothing wrong in letting people know politely that you believe that Lord X is 
suitable for an award. Nor is there anything wrong in soliciting others to write letters for X for a 
specific award.  If you do ask someone to write such a letter back it up with the reasons that you 
have used in your own letter.  It is not good form to say you will write a letter for X if they will 
write a letter for Y unless you really believe they deserve it - chivalry is part of the game not trade-
off.  If a person does not receive an award when you think they should it is not appropriate to 
corner the Award Giver and ask why they did not see things the way you do.  Just write more let-
ters and try to give more or better reasons, also when the Royals change there is a good chance 
that the reasons for an award will too (somewhat). 

 Try not to tell the person that you have recommended for an award that you have done 
so. Expectations can be dashed and feelings hurt if nothing happens.  And do not be upset if 
someone gets an award that you do not feel is appropriate.  Obviously someone else thought that the person deserved 
it.  It is a game! 



 ’Twas a sunny winter day, not too cold, 
with blues skies and a slight breeze. Red-tailed hawks 
were seen circling lazily overhead,  and a lone, un-
afraid coyote was hunting gophers. Then into this 
peaceful setting came cars and trucks filled with the 
brave, the bold, and the soon-to-be-dirty.  Yes, 
armed with yellow trash bags, gloves and totally non-
period aluminum “grabbers”, the mighty Shire of 

Wintermist was arrayed in all its splendor to do battle with the legendary Trash of Terror.   

 And oh, was there trash.  Piles and piles of trash. Not just a few papers cast aside thoughtlessly, or a few stray cigarette butts, but 
tires, two-by-fours, jerry cans of oil, auto parts, and pizza boxes. Starbucks cups abounded amid fast food containers galore. It was truly 
amazing how much litter two miles of roadway could produce.  Gathered together and set off on our assignments by the kind and com-
manding Master Donn, Son of Fergus, we began the day’s conflict.  Under the bushes, beside the fences, on the hillsides, and down in the 

gullies, we grabbed and stuffed, and grabbed and stuffed, and restored the Pathway 
to War .  Oh, and did I mention the bones?  Yeah, there were bones….  Thanks to 
all who worked that day and helped in getting the Kingdom to talk about how great 
this idea was and how great Wintermist is (we are, you can say it), and another 
round of thanks (sorry, we couldn’t put beer in the newsletter) to Master Donn for 
the idea and his leadership. ~ Lady Jani Shirazi and Ardgal mac Domnaill 

Thanks to all the hands that made the 
work light! A'isha al-Raqqasa, Kalé al-
Raqqasa, Manus le Dragonier, Kathe-

rine Of Hornechurch, Ardgal mac Domnaill, Jani Shirazi, Ketill Olafsson, Gunther 
Garr, Michael Goodwill, Adeline of Berwick-upon-Tweed, Da'ud ibn Ma'bad, Casper 
of Wintermist, Wayne of Wintermist, Lilly de Llyyn, Miklos Bako, Piroska Miklosne, 
Elena Miklosne, Lazlo Miklosfi, Isannay of Crouhurst, Nikolas of Wintermist and Jo-
seph of Wintermist.  

An Adventure Retold   

Contributed by Lady A’isha al-Raqqasa 



Wintermist OfficersWintermist Officers  

This is the February 2014, issue of Tales from the Mist, a publication of the Wintermist Shire of the Society for 
Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). Tales From the Mist is available from Jolene Forzetting, 9100 East Wilson 
Road, Bakersfield CA 93307. It is not a corporate publication of  SCA, Inc., and does not delineate SCA, Inc. policies. 
Copyright © 2014 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For information on reprinting photographs, articles, 
or artwork from this publication, please contact the Chronicler, who will assist you in contacting the origi-
nal creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our contributors.  

Articles should be submitted to the chronicler, either in person or by e-mail (chronicler@sca-wintermist.org), 
and non-officer related articles should be accompanied by a media release form to allow permission to publish 
in Tales from the Mist.  “Tales from the Mist” is created using MS Publisher templates.  

Chirurgeons: Lady Jani Shirazi  
Email: jolenecf@gmail.com 
in Training:  Lady Mihri Tabrizi  

Seneschal: Lord Edward Blosseville de Monreale 
email: seneschal@sca-wintermist.org  
Deputies:  THL Kalé al-Raqqasa & Lord Da’ud ibn Ma’bad 

Arts & Science: THL Galen de Leon 
email: arts@sca-wintermist.org  
Deputy A & S: Lord Bolo Longcaster & Lord Da’ud ibn Ma’bad 

Chatelaine:  Lady Piroska Miklosne 
Email: chatelaine@sca-wintermist.org  
Deputy: Lord Miklos Bako 

Chronicler: Lady Jani Shirazi  
Email: chronicler@sca-wintermist.org or jolenecf@gmail.com 
Deputy: Lady A’isha al-Raqqasa 

Constable : Master Donn Fergeson  
Email: constable@sca-wintermist.org  

Exchequer:  Lady Sunnifa Jonsdotir 
Email: exchequer@sca-wintermist.org  
Deputy: Fergus MacDuff 

Herald: Master Manus le Dragonier 
email: herald@sca-wintermist.org 
Deputy: a Flourish of Heralds  

Lyst: Lord Lothar von Schwartzschildt  
email: lysts@sca-wintermist.org  
Deputy: THL Katherine of  Hornechurch 

Marshal: Lord Johnathon Sawyer 
email: marshal@sca-wintermist.org  
Deputy:  

Webwright: Lord Miklos Bako 
Email: webwright@sca-wintermist.org 
Deputy: Lord Gaius Furious Marius 

Current Champion of 
Wintermist and 

Protector of the 
Flock  

Photo by A’isha al-Raqqasa 

Lord Raynor Boleheued 

Your input is needed. Please share your interests, questions, projects, 
experiences, photos, activities or tips with the populace. send your articles, 

and quips by the last day of each calendar month to the Chronicler.  


